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1 Introduction 

1.1 Florida is poised to emerge resilient as it recovers from multiple crises, but full recovery 
depends on an adequate housing supply.   

The COVID-19 pandemic has amplified several challenges facing Florida, including growing demand for 
housing and the disparate impacts of the pandemic, which have further exacerbated the housing and 
affordability crisis in the state. In 2020, the state experienced one of the nation’s largest increases in new 
residents, putting pressure on existing housing and driving up home prices.1 In parallel, Florida has faced 
disparate impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on existing residents — racial and ethnic minority 
populations are disproportionately represented among essential workers, contributing to health disparities, 
and disproportionate unemployment rates have contributed to higher risks of housing insecurity or crowded 
living conditions.2  
 
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Florida’s economic growth had contributed to a rapid increase in the 
demand for housing, particularly in Miami and Tampa, where population growth in the city has outpaced 
growth in the wider metro area. Many of these households were high-income renters — in Florida, the 
number of high-income renters (earning more than $100,000 annually) increased by 54% between 2010 
and 2018, compared with a 34% increase of moderate-income renters (earning between $50,000 and 
$100,000 annually), and an 8% increase of renter households earning below $50,000.  
 
In Florida, state gross domestic product (GDP) has increased faster than the national GDP, particularly in 
Florida’s metro areas, most of which have seen GDP increases faster than increases at the state level. 
Between 2010 and 2018, the gross domestic products of Jacksonville, Miami, and Orlando (44%, 43%, 
and 50% respectively) have all grown faster than the state of Florida’s (41%), while Tampa’s trailed close 
behind at 39%. Growth in all four metro areas outpaced national growth (37%). However, the growth of 
housing supply has not kept pace with increased demand and economic growth. Rising construction costs, 
most recently exacerbated by soaring lumber prices,3 further delaying the construction of new housing 
supply — economic growth without housing supply growth is likely to become unsustainable for the state. 
As part of its economic recovery and in response to rapid population changes, ensuring the availability of 
affordable and workforce housing supply is critical.  
 
This ongoing trend has been further amplified by the pandemic, with Florida experiencing a large influx of 
new residents. Between July 2019 and July 2020, the population in Florida grew by more than 240,000 
residents (an increase of 1% from the 2019 population of approximately 21 million).4 The impacts of in-
migration have been particularly acute in the for-sale market: the Jacksonville area has 19% more single-
family-home sales in January 2021 than in 2020; Orlando was 16% higher; Tampa was 15% higher.5 
Population growth from in-migration, particularly of higher-income residents, will increase demand for 
housing and will exacerbate the housing affordability crisis if cities do not address the housing supply 
overall and expand access to housing options. Housing prices have continued to increase for several years, 
and listings have increasingly fallen (Figure 1). 

 
1 Rob Wile, “Florida saw a bigger jump in new residents than every state but one,” Miami Herald, December 2020, 
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/article248200345.html 
2 “COVID-19 Racial and Ethnic Health Disparities,” CDC, December 2020, https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/health-
equity/racial-ethnic-disparities/increased-risk-exposure.html 
3 Matt Egan, “New homes cost $36,000 more because of an epic shortage of lumber,” CNN Business, May 6, 2021, 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/05/business/lumber-prices-home-building-costs/index.html 
4 Rob Wile, “Florida saw a bigger jump in new residents than every state but one,” Miami Herald, December 2020, 
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/article248200345.html 
5 Candace Taylor, “Homebuyers Are Heading to Florida During Covid, but Nearly as Many Are Moving Out,” The Wall Street Journal, March 11, 
2021, https://www.wsj.com/articles/people-moving-to-florida-during-covid-11615463911 
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Figure 1: Housing Prices Compared with Available Listings 

(indexed to 100 in 2017) 

 
Moreover, Florida has grappled with the disparate impacts of the pandemic itself. The COVID-19 
pandemic has disproportionately impacted communities of color. A disproportionately high number of 
Black and Hispanic workers are unable to work remotely, and since workers of color are overrepresented 
in the service industry, they are experiencing higher unemployment rates. Approximately 12% of 
employees in the U.S. are Black, but they make up 17% of essential workers; nearly half of the Hispanic 
population has said that either they or someone in their household has experienced an impact to income 
due to COVID-19, compared to 33% of all U.S. adults.6 As a result, the pandemic has exacerbated 
housing instability for renters of color — Black and Hispanic residents are already twice as likely to rent 
as white residents, adding to the disparate toll of the pandemic.  
 
This report evaluates the potential impact of providing property tax discounts to support the creation of 
affordable and workforce units within market-rate developments and the impact that this discount could 
have on local economic activity and housing supply overall.  
 
1.2 Affordable and workforce housing often requires subsidy.    

The development of effective policies to address housing affordability requires an understanding of the 
impact of affordability on development economics. Housing units are typically considered affordable if the 
household spends no more than 30% of its income on housing. Households earning between 30% and 80% 
of the area median income (AMI) typically are only able to afford rents that are below the market-rate 
rent for new development across the four metros studied. The reduction in project rents through setting 
aside affordable and workforce units reduces project feasibility — incentives are often required to offset 
the resulting gap in feasibility. Additional compliance costs and administrative burdens accompanying 
affordable and workforce housing development further increase operating costs, required additional 
development incentives. 

Existing resources to support affordable and workforce housing are limited and typically focused on fully 
affordable developments. One important existing tool that the state uses to address affordable and 
workforce housing is the Sadowski Affordable Housing Trust Fund. The housing trust fund, which is also 
known as the Sadowski Fund, is financed by document stamp taxes that are paid on all real estate 
transactions that take place in the state. In spring 2021, Florida lawmakers approved diverting a 

 
6 “BIPOC Communities and COVID-19,” Mental Health America, https://mhanational.org/bipoc-communities-and-covid-19 
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substantial portion of the document stamp tax proceeds to address sea level rise and support sewage 
projects.7 The changes to the Sadowski Fund distribution in 2021 underscore the need to explore other 
solutions to address housing affordability. 

To meet growing demand for housing, resources will need to provide support for a diverse range of 
housing types, including support for the potential to set aside affordable and workforce units in market-
rate buildings and missing middle housing. Considering the challenges posed by these limited resources 
and the focus on fully affordable developments, a property tax discount could be a potential tool to 
enable the creation of affordable and workforce units within market-rate buildings. The property tax 
discount could support the creation of mixed-income housing, supporting the addition of affordable and 
workforce units in market-rate developments. Furthermore, a property tax discount could be used to help 
address equity by making it easier for individuals to live within the communities where they work. 

 
1.3 Carefully designed tax discounts can provide additional housing capacity and stimulate 

local economies.   

Property tax discounts vary by state and local municipality but have similar results — a net reduction in 
property taxes paid and lower operating costs. Tax discounts can work in two ways — a direct approach 
that provides discounts in exchange for rents at a certain affordability level, and a supply approach that 
focuses on increasing the overall supply of rental housing to reduce the demand pressure on existing units. 

A direct approach increases affordability by requiring a reduction in rent in exchange for a commensurate 
reduction in property taxes. The direct approach functions as an operating subsidy, with each abated 
dollar resulting in an additional dollar of affordability. A supply approach increases the overall supply of 
housing by providing a discount for an entire property. This reduces market rents required for new 
development, thereby increasing affordability and development feasibility. An increase in supply may 
also indirectly lower or maintain rents for existing properties.    

Framework to Understand Tax Discounts 

Development will only occur when operating expenses — a function of development financing costs, 
property taxes, and property management costs — are balanced with revenue (Figure 2). Revenue (rents) 
are determined by the market, and there must be sufficient demand to support absorption of new units. If 
operating costs increase, required project revenue must also increase. However, if the market cannot 
support higher rents, the project is not viable and will not occur, restricting future housing supply and 
further exacerbating affordability challenges.  

 

 

 
7 “Florida leaders OK using affordable housing trust fund for sea level rise, sewage plants,” Orlando Sentinel, April 8, 2021, 
https://www.orlandosentinel.com/politics/os-ne-affordable-housing-sea-rise-florida-20210408-qz7yxcb2fzf67e6kwj6hr57zxm-story.html 
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Figure 2: Development Infeasible Due to Required Revenue Exceeding Market Potential 

 

The “feasibility gap” is the gap between the rent required for development feasibility and the 
development’s maximum supportable rent — this gap results when a project is not able to generate 
enough revenue to meet financing obligations. A tax discount reduces operating expenses by reducing the 
property taxes required for a given development. A reduction in operating expenses reduces the revenue 
required to make the development feasible. In some cases, a tax discount is sufficient to lower rents to 
those supportable by the market and therefore make the difference between a project that is viable and 
one that is not (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: Development Feasible due to Tax Discount Reducing Rents to those Supportable by Market 
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1.4 Methodology to estimate impacts.  

Project-Level Impacts 

HR&A evaluated the impact of tax discounts on project-level feasibility and on metro-level supply of 
multifamily housing units. To evaluate the potential for property tax discounts to support housing 
affordability at the project-level, HR&A used the following methodology: 

• Based on an analysis of multifamily housing development and demographic data, building 
hypothetical pro formas for typical multifamily development across common development 
typologies 

• Testing the extent that property tax discounts may be used to offset the increased cost impact that 
the inclusion of units priced below market-rate exerts on a given development. 

• Analyzing the economic activity that could be supported by the addition of new affordable and 
workforce units by providing tax discounts through: 

o One-time construction impacts from new construction supported by discounts 
o Ongoing impact of increased spending from savings on housing costs in affordable and 

workforce units supported by rent reductions 

To test how various policies could impact the cost of developing new apartment communities, HR&A 
developed pro formas modeling eight hypothetical 250-unit multifamily developments across three 
typologies. These eight projects represent multifamily development typologies currently seen across 
Jacksonville, Miami, Orlando, and Tampa area metros. A pro forma is a financial analysis tool used to 
calculate the future potential return of real estate developments based on cost, revenue, and capital 
assumptions.  

 

Garden Apartments: Low-rise multifamily communities, characterized by a 
considerable amount of open space around multiple buildings and surface 
parking. These communities are often found at the outer edges of cities with 
easy access to highways and in suburban counties with cheaper land prices.  

 

Podium: A building of four to six stories of wood framed apartments built 
on a concrete base. The concrete base, or podium, may be used as parking 
or retail. Additional parking is often provided in an adjacent structure. 
These communities are increasingly seen in downtown, downtown-adjacent 
neighborhoods, and near universities.  
 

 

Tower: A building with nine or more stories constructed with steel and 
concrete. Towers may exceed 60 stories and are mostly found in downtown 
cores and along the coast in south Florida. Towers have the highest density 
of the three typologies as well as the highest construction costs.8  
 

 

 
8 Due to the limited availability of data for southern-Florida high-rise products, only one scenario modeled a tower development typology.     
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Through assessing the resulting changes in project returns (measured as return on cost) for each of these 
development scenarios, HR&A evaluated the impact of setting aside a share of affordable and workforce 
units, and the scale of corresponding tax discounts that could be used to maintain minimum feasibility.9 

Moreover, for each affordable and workforce unit, HR&A compared affordable rents to the market-rate 
rents in the same building to estimate the scale of potential rent reduction through access to a unit priced 
below market-rate. While rent savings enabled through access to a unit priced below market rate, as well 
as the amount saved or spent in the local economy, will vary by household, this analysis provides an 
illustrative scenario comparing rents priced below market-rate to new construction market-rate rents. For 
this scenario, HR&A then analyzed the economic activity that could be supported if all rent reductions were 
then spent in the local economy. For this analysis, we assume that all reductions in rent are redistributed 
proportionally based on the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Expenditure Survey and that all 
savings on housing costs are spent in the local economy.10  

 

 

For this analysis, HR&A used the Type Emsi model, which accounts for industry-to-industry transactions, the 
effects of households, and additional investment concepts that impact the economy (e.g., business purchases 
such as new equipment or buildings, spending by government back into the economy from business tax 
revenue, etc.). Using Emsi’s input-output model, HR&A estimated the initial, direct, indirect, and induced 
impacts of both increased discretionary household income through rent savings and one-time construction 
impacts for each Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). Input-output models represent the flow of money in 
an economy, primarily among industries.  

HR&A evaluated both the ongoing economic impacts of increased household spending and the potential 
for one-time construction impacts if municipalities choose to increase the tax discounts above the baseline, 
incentivizing construction that otherwise would not have been built.  

 

 
9 Return on cost is a development feasibility metric that evaluates the stabilized net operating income and the costs required to stabilize the 
property.  
10 The local economic benefit of these expenditures will depend on which non-housing goods are purchased and the impact of rent savings on 
overall household savings. However, this analysis provides an illustrative scenario where all savings on rent are distributed to other expenditures. 
Low-income families tend to spend residual income to fulfill basic, but otherwise unmet, household needs whereas higher-income families are less 
likely to spend and more likely to save increases in residual income (Source: The Center for Housing Policy, “The Role of Affordable Housing in 
Creating Jobs and Stimulating Local Economic Development: A Review of the Literature,” pg. 14-15). Moreover, according to a 2019 Deloitte 
study of personal savings rates, average savings have remained negative for the bottom two quintiles of consumers by income, and even for the 
third (40 to 60 income quintile), the savings rate was zero and turned positive only in the new millennium.  

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/spotlight/economics-insights-analysis-08-2019.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/spotlight/economics-insights-analysis-08-2019.html
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Metro-Level Impacts 

At the metro level, HR&A evaluated the historical average unit production rate over the past five years to 
estimate average future unit production. HR&A then assessed the level of tax discount that would be 
required to maintain current production levels while supporting the creation of affordable and workforce 
units. In addition, HR&A assessed the impact that varying levels of tax discount and a fixed share of 
affordability would have on overall production. Municipalities have the choice to deliver tax discounts that 
directly offset the cost of the required affordable and workforce units, or to use tax discounts to increase 
project feasibility across larger portions of the city, resulting in more net units. In scenarios where tax 
discounts are increased above the baseline and used to incentivize the development of net new units, 
municipalities also benefit from one-time construction impacts from those units that otherwise would not 
have been built. For those scenarios, HR&A evaluated the one-time construction impact of developing new 
units as a result of the tax discount to increase overall supply.  

For this analysis, HR&A used third-party real estate data from CoStar to understand the average 
apartment construction activity in each metro area. HR&A then evaluated the increase in development 
probability with different amounts of tax abatement based on resulting project returns and calculated the 
expected probability of development across the metropolitan area based on the changes in expected rent 
and returns, in conjunction with the demand and supply elasticity of each region. These coefficients were 
derived using a simple linear regression using the historic deliveries to the multifamily market, new entrants 
into rental housing from Census microdata, household incomes, and a cost index for multifamily housing 
production.  
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2 Property Taxes across Florida 

Florida is one of nine states in the U.S. without an income tax. As a result, the state is reliant on other tax 
revenues, such as property taxes, sales taxes, fees and charges, insurance premiums, and other revenue 
sources. These revenues fund transfers to local municipalities, known as intergovernmental revenue (IGR). 

2.1 Existing Property Tax Landscape 

Property taxes are one of the primary sources of revenue for local governments, comprising on average 
nearly a third of total general revenue.11,12 These taxes are allocated to school districts, infrastructure, 
sanitation, safety, and more. Property taxes are collected annually based on millage rates determined by 
the municipality boundaries the property is within. Millage rates are applied to the taxable value of the 
property, which is determined by the property’s market value less tax exemptions multiplied by an 
assessment ratio (<=1.0) to determine the property tax owed.  

Although property taxes are a major source of revenue for municipalities, the majority of this revenue 
stream comes from residential developments with fewer than 10 units. In Miami-Dade County, the county 
with the densest multifamily property, residential developments with more than 10 units account for less 
than 8% of total taxable residential value and only 5.5% of total taxable value across all property types. 
In Tampa, multifamily property accounts for approximately 6.8% of taxable value across all property 
types. Tax discounts, therefore, provide a strategic method for subsidizing new development at the 
lowest cost per residential unit possible.  

While property taxes remain the largest single source of total revenue for each municipality, most revenue 
is collected from fees, service charges, and other taxes (Figure 4). Between 6% and 10% of total revenue 
is from intergovernmental transfers, which are transfers between levels of government to support public 
spending (e.g., schools, public hospitals, etc.). As most of the rent discount and savings resulting from a tax 
discount is reinvested locally (and incurs sales tax), the net change to total revenue will be less than the 
decrease in property taxes. 

 
11 “Property Taxes,” Urban Institute, State and Local Finance Initiative, https://www.urban.org/policy-centers/cross-center-initiatives/state-and-
local-finance-initiative/projects/state-and-local-backgrounders/property-taxes 
12 “The State of State (and Local) Tax Policy,” Tax Policy Center, Urban Institute and Brookings Institution, 
https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book/how-do-state-and-local-property-taxes-work 
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Figure 4: Tax Revenue Sources by Metro 

 

 

*IGR (Intergovernmental Revenue) includes sales and other consumption taxes collected by the state and dispersed to 
municipalities. 
Note: Multifamily property tax revenue accounts for less than 1% of property tax revenue in Jacksonville and Orlando 

Since property tax is a function of market value, lower property tax rates do not always correlate to 
lower tax payments. In states with higher median home values, lower property tax rates may still result in 
equivalent or higher tax payments. Therefore, the direct cost to a municipality in forgone revenue of a tax 
discount is a function of both property values and discount percentage — a 15% tax discount in 
Jacksonville will cost less than a 15% discount in Miami. Balancing discount costs with benefits is critical. 
Several other cities across the country have effectively used tax discounts to spur economic growth, 
increase the tax base, and grow equitably. 
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2.2 Tax Discount Case Studies 

Jersey City, NJ 
Jersey City has experienced a development boom since 2000. However, growth has been uneven — 
neighborhoods with existing transit have developed the most growth, while others are still losing residents. 
The city used a direct approach to support new development in less sought-after areas while supporting 
affordable and workforce housing goals.  

In 2013, neighborhoods were grouped into four tiers based on prior development activity. Tier 1, with the 
most development, has a tax discount term of 10 years and a 10% set-aside for affordable and 
workforce housing. Tier 4 neighborhoods have a tax discount term of 30 years with a 15% set-aside for 
affordable and workforce housing to protect existing residents. This program is designed to allocate tax 
incentive dollars to maximize development and equitably distribute affordable, workforce, and market-
rate housing. 

Philadelphia, PA 
Philadelphia used a supply approach to induce development by applying a 10-year tax discount to 
address weak market conditions coupled with the 4th-highest construction costs in the country.13  

The program started in 2000 and applies across both rental and for-sale communities. Development 
increased by 376% in Philadelphia since the discount took effect, while Philadelphia suburbs without the 
discount saw an 11% decrease in building activity. 14 A report by JLL found that every $1 in tax revenue 
forgone through initially discounted property tax results in $2 of net revenue through the resultant 
effects of the policy. Philadelphia’s program offers a blueprint for cities with weaker markets looking to 
boost development and increase housing supply. 

New York, NY 
The New York State Government has provided some form tax discount (called a 421-a exemption) for 
multifamily development in New York City since 1971. While the program initially used a supply 
approach to increase the total amount of multifamily inventory, it has been modified throughout the years 
to include affordable and workforce housing requirements. The exemption was extended in 2017 and 
renamed the Affordable Housing NY Program, a direct approach strategy for increasing the supply of 
affordable and workforce housing in New York City. For eligible projects, the program provides a 100% 
tax discount for up to 25 years for up to a decade following for multifamily projects that provide 25%-
30% affordability (allocated across different AMI levels).  

In 2015, an analysis by the Real Estate Board of New York (REBNY) concluded that more than 5,484 
affordable and workforce rental units and the 15,269 market-rate rental units associated with the same 
projects likely would not be created without the 421-a program.15  

Montgomery County, MD 
Montgomery County’s supply-approach, tax discount program is designed to increase the supply of 
housing to meet the needs of a population projected to grow by 200,000 residents over the next two and 
a half decades. While the program is specific to ground leased sites owned by the Washington 
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, it provides a 100% tax discount for 15 years for 8+ story residential 
development. The plan was approved in late 2020, and it is expected to drive significant residential 
development around Metrorail stations over the next decade.  

 
13 ENR.com 
14 BIA Building Industry Association, 2017 
15 “Analysis of Projected 421-a Housing Production”, The Real Estate Board of New York, 2015. 
https://www.rebny.com/content/dam/rebny/Documents/PDF/News/Research/Policy%20Reports/REBNY%20421-a%20Building%20Analysis.pdf 
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3 The Effect of Tax Discounts on Housing Costs 

3.1 Summary of Findings 

HR&A evaluated five types of impacts. As an initial input for the analysis, HR&A estimated the potential 
rent savings to a household occupying a unit priced below market-rate compared to a market-rate unit in 
the same building. HR&A then estimated the economic impact of spending these rent savings in the local 
economy, including the following types of impacts: the number of jobs, the corresponding increase in 
earnings, and the net new economic activity overall. In addition to these three types of economic impacts, 
HR&A assessed the relative fiscal cost of providing property tax discount through two types of fiscal 
impacts: the increase in sales tax revenue and the decrease in property tax revenue. HR&A evaluated the 
new sales tax revenue that could be supported by additional local spending relative to the public 
investment (i.e., fiscal costs of the tax discount) required to support the inclusion of affordable and 
workforce units. 

 

Figure 5: Economic and Fiscal Impacts Evaluated 

 

Local jurisdictions must weigh the fiscal opportunity cost of providing property tax discounts. While 
the fiscal impact of property tax discounts can be mitigated through increased sales tax revenue, property 
tax discounts could result in forgone property tax revenue from newly constructed multifamily buildings. 
The tax discount can be used to stimulate local economic activity through the rent savings enabled by the 
tax discount, particularly as cities are recovering from COVID-related market impacts and is a key tool to 
consider as local jurisdictions seek to address the growing issue of housing affordability in Florida. While 
tax discounts could apply to both existing and new buildings, when considering new buildings, the 
tax discount would not result in a decrease from the existing property tax base but rather represent 
only forgone future revenue.  

The effectiveness of a tax discount is determined by both its structure and the underlying development 
market. Tax discounts are most effective in markets where new units would otherwise not have been 
developed. This is typically referred to as a “but for” test — but for the discount, new development would 
not have occurred — and is an important analysis to ensure that limited public resources are used 
effectively. Like other affordability tools, tax discounts should be responsive and adaptive to the market. 
Discounts that require high levels of affordability will not be effective in weaker markets, while there is a 
risk of over-subsidizing low levels of affordability in stronger markets. Local jurisdictions should have the 
ability to carefully design discount strategies that work for their communities. 
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3.2 Case Study: Orlando Podium Apartment Building 

HR&A conducted economic and fiscal impact analysis across all eight scenarios. The following section uses 
the Orlando podium development example to describe key findings, and the full results for all scenarios 
are available in the Appendix.  

Evaluating the change in project returns (referred to as return on cost) in a prototypical development 
scenario, HR&A assessed the potential range of affordability that could be supported at 60% AMI based 
on varying levels of property tax discounts, applied as a reduction to full property taxes. For instance, in 
this scenario, a 25% tax discount could be used to support potentially up to 10% of units affordable to 
households earning 60% AMI, or 25 units in a 250-unit building, with other variables in the scenario held 
constant. This tax discount is calculated based on the prototypical scenario modeled, and the tax 
abatement required for each individual project to maintain development feasibility may vary. 

 

Figure 6: Project-Level Effects of Tax discount on Affordability (Required Market Rent) 

 
HR&A evaluated the rents for a typical 60% AMI unit, based on a weighted average of unit size and unit 
mix, compared to rents for a typical market-rate unit in the same building to estimate the potential rent 
savings to a household. While this illustrative scenario estimates the difference between affordable rents 
and market-rate rents for this analysis, rent savings will vary by household.  

Household-Level Impacts 

At the household level for a prototypical new 250-unit Orlando podium building, the weighted 
average rent for a market-rate unit is $2,185, compared to approximately $945 for a unit affordable at 
60% AMI.16 The difference between $2,185 monthly rent and $945 monthly rent results in monthly 
discount of $1,240, or an annual discount of approximately $14,900 per household (rounded to the 
nearest $1,000). This is the difference from a unit that is affordable with an income of $87,400 to the 
same unit being affordable with an income of $37,800. If all household savings on rent are then allocated 
to spending in the local economy, the creation of each affordable or workforce unit could support up to 
0.24 jobs, approximately $11,400 in earnings, and approximately $28,600 in economic activity, including 
initial, direct, indirect, and induced effects in the Orlando Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). 

Project-Level Impacts 

At the building level for a prototypical new 250-unit Orlando podium apartment building, the analysis 
evaluated the impact of redistributing rent savings through spending in the local economy to meet 
otherwise unmet needs for households. In this scenario, a 25% tax discount could support a 250-unit 

 
16 The income limits for 60% AMI in the Orlando-Kissimmee-Sanford MSA is $39,300 for a 3-person household.  
“2020 Adjusted Home Income Limits,” U.S. Department of HUD, https://www.floridahousing.org/docs/default-source/developers-and-property-
managers/compliance/limits/income-limits/2020-home-income-limits-(florida)-eff-7-1-2020.pdf?sfvrsn=54c8f97b_0 
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building with 10% of total units affordable at 60% AMI. For the 25 households occupying affordable and 
workforce units, annual rent savings would total approximately $372,500 for the building. 

Figure 7: Rent Discounts for a Prototypical Orlando Podium Apartment Building with Newly Created Affordable 
and Workforce Units 

 

For the 250-unit prototypical project, the $372,500 in annual rent discount from the units priced below 
market-rate could support up to six new jobs, $284,700 in increased earnings, and $714,600 in economic 
activity if rent discounts and savings are allocated to spending in the local economy. This increased 
economic activity could generate up to an additional $46,400 in sales tax revenue, though the tax discount 
would result in approximately $203,800 of forgone property tax revenue.17  

Figure 8: Economic and Fiscal Impact for Prototypical 250-Unit Orlando Podium Apartment Building  

 

Metro-Level Impacts 

Using the existing average for unit production of 7,000 new units per year, the 25% tax discount could 
enable 700 of the 7,000 total new units per year to be affordable or workforce housing, contributing to 
approximately 170 new jobs, $8M in increased earnings, and $20M in economic activity annually. While 
this would result in $5.7M of forgone property tax revenue, the increased economic activity could 
potentially support $1.3M in increased sales tax revenue, offsetting a portion of the fiscal cost.  

 

 
17 Calculated as a total 6.5% tax rate applied to all the net new initial, direct, and multiplier economic activity, assuming that all the net new 
economic activity is taxable. 
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Figure 9: Annual Economic and Fiscal Impact of Rent Savings for Orlando 

 

 

At the macro-level, municipalities have two choices when designing tax discounts — they can deliver tax 
discounts that directly offset the cost of the required affordable and workforce units, or they can use tax 
discounts to increase project feasibility across larger portions of the city, resulting in more net units. Based 
on the level of tax discount, municipalities could potentially support the development of net new units, 
generating additional one-time construction impacts. 

Figure 10: Orlando Projected Annual Unit Production with 10% Affordable and Workforce Units by Tax Discount 
Percentage 

 

Consider three scenarios — one in which municipalities deliver a 25% tax discount to directly offset the 
cost of affordable and workforce units, a moderate scenario in which municipalities offer a 50% tax 
discount, and an aggressive scenario in which municipalities offer a 75% tax discount. Over 10 years, a 
25% tax discount is projected to deliver 6,800 new units, while the moderate and aggressive scenarios 
deliver 7,200 and 7,400 new units affordable at 60% AMI respectively while maintaining the 10% 
affordability share. In the latter two scenarios, if municipalities choose to increase the tax discount above 
the baseline, they also benefit from one-time construction impacts, as a result of building the units that 
would not have otherwise been built without the tax discount.  
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Figure 11: Construction Impact and Ongoing Economic Impact by Tax Discount Level in Orlando 

Tax discount in Orlando 
with 10% Affordable 
and Workforce Units 

One-Time 
Construction Impact 

(2021-2030) 

Ongoing Economic 
Impact (2021-2030) 

Net New Units Net New 
Affordable and 
Workforce Units 

Baseline  
(25% Discount)18 

$0 $197M 0 6,815 

Moderate  
(50% Discount) 

$840M $209M 4,100 7,224 

Aggressive  
(75% Discount) 

$1.4B $215M 6,050 7,420 

 

Over the next decade, the availability of a tax discount either to encourage an affordable set-aside 
within the existing pipeline or to encourage additional development activity can translate to transformation 
and equitable economic activity for a region. Access to affordable and workforce units, and net new 
construction activity, could generate economic benefits that enable low-income residents to fully participate 
in the economy, supporting economically resilient communities. 

3.3 Benefits to Households  

In addition to supporting new economic activity, tax discounts to support the creation of affordable and 
workforce housing in market-rate buildings provide two key benefits to households: access to housing in 
areas of opportunity with greater access to jobs, services such as healthcare and transportation, and 
amenities, as well as the opportunity to work towards financial security and strength.  

The creation of affordable and workforce housing in market-rate buildings could be an initial step to 
support more inclusive communities. Housing segregation has affected access to transportation, education, 
employment opportunities, and high-quality healthcare — and it continues to impact areas where new 
housing development occurs today. Tax discounts to create affordable and workforce housing as part of 
mixed-income buildings and mixed-income communities could offer a useful tool to support access to 
affordable and workforce housing in neighborhoods with the greatest demand and increased 
opportunities.  

Access to affordable and workforce housing and corresponding savings on rent, one of the largest 
household expenditures, could help lower-income households meet household needs (e.g., education, 
healthcare, etc.), while also facilitating the creation of inclusive and equitable mixed-income communities. 
Families paying affordable rents could increase their discretionary income, enabling them to buy health 
insurance, pay down debt, or pay for other household needs. A study conducted by Enterprise and LISC on 
the value of Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) in New York City demonstrated that rent savings 
produced a dramatic boost to household discretionary income. Rent savings through access to an 
affordable unit doubled residents’ discretionary income, or effectively a 30% raise, which afforded relief 
from everyday financial stress and could potentially enable residents of the property to pay for health 
insurance and other needs.19 Another study found that residents of public housing save an average of 
$497 per month, or almost $6,000 per year, in rents compared to the 25th percentile rent.20 These studies 
suggest that affordable and workforce housing provides more money to residents to spend on non-housing 
needs and likely contributes to a significant boost to local spending on essentials such as healthcare, 

 
18 The baseline discount scenario reflects the minimum discount required to achieve 10% affordability at 60% AMI and maintain current unit 
production. The above table is based on existing delivery trends between 2010 to 2020. 
19 “Affordable Housing for Families and Neighborhoods: The value of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit in New York City”, LISC and Enterprise, 
2010 
20 “The Role of Affordable Housing in Creating Jobs and Stimulating Local Economic Development: A Review of the Literature”, Center for Housing 
Policy, 2011 
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education, and groceries. Through opportunities to increase discretionary income for households, access to 
affordable and workforce units could help increase financial security.  

4 Key Takeaways 

Enabling property tax discounts in support of expanding the affordable and workforce housing supply 
within market-rate developments could provide a range of benefits to municipalities, the state, building 
owners, and households.  

At the municipal and metro-level, property tax discounts can operate as a ground-up housing 
development and economic stimulus tool. Housing costs represent the largest share of expenditures for a 
typical household — savings on housing costs can effectively increase a household’s disposable income, 
particularly for cost-burdened households. Through expanding the supply of affordable and workforce 
units, the tax discount can offer rent savings to households previously spending a higher share of income on 
housing costs. If these savings on rent are used to meet otherwise unmet household needs and redistributed 
through the local economy, then local spending can support additional economic activity, job creation, 
earnings, and new sales tax revenue.  A tax discount can also be used to incentivize overall development 
activity to increase housing supply.  

If a municipality chooses to set the tax discount above a baseline amount required to offset the cost of 
producing affordable and workforce units to spur additional production of housing, the overall growth in 
supply supported by this type of discount would likely address some affordability challenges. Research 
indicates that the construction of new units could increase affordability through filtering; as new units are 
delivered, a share of older units will “filter” down the market, becoming more affordable to lower-income 
renters.21 The increase in housing supply could reduce competition for housing units, thereby benefiting 
renters across multiple income levels.22 Moreover, if a municipality chooses to use a tax discount to spur an 
increase in overall production, the municipality would benefit from the one-time construction impacts, which 
could include net new jobs, earnings, economic activity, and sales tax revenue as a result of construction 
activity.  

At the state level, additional local spending could support increased sales tax revenue statewide. Through 
savings on housing costs enabled by access to units priced below market-rate that are then spent in the 
local economy, additional spending could support economic activity and corresponding sales tax revenue. 
Moreover, if municipalities set the tax discount above the baseline to spur additional production of housing, 
new construction activities could generate new sales tax revenue. New housing will also support Florida’s 
goal to build its economy, by creating more jobs and incentivizing more companies to relocate operations 
to Florida. Housing is a critical part of the overall economic development equation, and Florida must retain 
its competitive advantage in providing affordable and plentiful housing to its residents.  

For building owners, property tax discounts for affordable and workforce units could offer a potentially 
attractive incentive for existing properties to remain affordable in the future. More importantly, property 
tax discounts for new development could bridge the feasibility gap and accelerate the production of 
affordable and workforce housing.  

For households, increased access to affordable and workforce units, particularly in areas of opportunity, 
could expand access to jobs, services, and amenities while also enabling households to work towards 
greater financial security. By supporting the creation of mixed-income buildings and mixed-income 
communities, property tax discounts for the inclusion of affordable and workforce units can expand 
opportunities for households occupying those units. Moreover, savings on rent could help households meet 

 
21 Rosenthal, Stuart S. “Are Private Markets and Filtering a Viable Source of Low-Income Housing? Estimates from a ‘Repeat Income’ Model.” 
American Economic Review. February 2014.  
22 Cortright, Joe, “If you want less displacement, build more housing.” City Observatory. August 27, 2018. 
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previously unmet needs and provide additional discretionary income. Households with lower housing costs 
could afford to spend more on education, healthcare, and other needs, while improving overall financial 
security.  

Each municipality must evaluate the fiscal costs, or fiscal opportunity costs, of implementing property tax 
discounts. Moreover, the effectiveness of tax discounts will vary by municipality — discounts that require 
high levels of affordability will not be effective in weaker markets, for example. Local jurisdictions should 
have the ability to carefully design property tax discount strategies that work for their communities, and 
this study provides illustrative examples of considerations across eight prototypical scenarios. Local 
jurisdictions should consider the increased local economic activity and sales tax revenue that could be 
supported by these discounts, in addition to the critical benefits of affordable housing access for lower-
income households that face rising housing costs in Florida.   
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5 Appendix 

5.1 Overview of All Scenarios 

The table below summarizes the economic impact of rent savings that could be enabled by a 25% 
property tax discount at the building level and a 10% set-aside for rents below market-rate for each 
prototypical development scenarios. Assuming that 10% of units would be set-aside at 60% AMI in 
prototypical 250-unit buildings, a property tax discount could support between over $297,000 to over 
$1,000,000 in economic activity for each building.  

Figure 12: Annual Economic Impact per 250-Unit Building in Prototypical Development Scenarios 

 Jacksonville 
Garden 

Jacksonville 
Podium 

Miami 
Podium 

Miami 
High-Rise 

Orlando 
Garden 

Orlando 
Podium 

Tampa 
Garden 

Tampa 
Podium 

Annual Rent 
Discount per 
Building 
(Market Rate vs. 
60% AMI) 

$165,300  $335,300  $442,300  $480,700  $174,600  $372,500  $215,800  $381,800  

Increase in 
Jobs  3 Jobs 5 Jobs 8 Jobs 9 Jobs 3 Jobs 6 Jobs 4 Jobs 7 Jobs 

Increase in 
Earnings $118,500  $240,400  $387,500  $421,200  $133,500  $284,700  $174,000  $307,800  

Increase in 
Economic 
Activity 

$297,400  $602,900  $985,600  $1,071,300  $335,000  $714,600  $438,900  $776,300  

Source: Emsi 

Figure 13: Annual Economic Impact by Metro Area 

 Jacksonville 
 

Miami 
 

Orlando 
 

Tampa 

Annual Rent 
Savings per 
Building 
(Market Rate vs. 
60% AMI) 

$335,000 $442,000 $373,000 $382,000 

Average 
Annual Unit 
Production 

3,500 (350 
affordable/workforce) 

12,500 (1,250 
affordable/workforce) 

7,000 (700 
affordable/workforce) 

5,600 (560 
affordable/workforce) 

Increase in 
Jobs  56 jobs 424 jobs 170 jobs 122 jobs 

Increase in 
Earnings $2.4M $20.0M $8.1M $5.6M 

Increase in 
Economic 
Activity 

$6.2M $52.0M $20.2M $13.5M 

Source: Emsi 

5.2 Economic and Fiscal Impact Analysis 

Input: Rent Discount and Household Spending 

At the household level, the table below indicates potential rent discount and savings in below-market units 
compared to market-rate units in the same building. Average total rents were estimated based on an 
assumption of rent per square foot and a weighted average unit size, based on typical unit sizes and unit 
mixes by typology. Affordable rents are based on FY2020 HUD income limits and calculated using 30% 
of household income, assuming 1.5 persons per bedroom. For this analysis, rent discounts were estimated as 
the difference between the average rent of a unit affordable at 60% AMI and the rent of a market-rate 
unit in the same building (i.e., the market rent of new construction). However, this analysis represents 
illustrative and prototypical scenarios—each individual household’s savings in rent enabled by access to a 
below-market unit will vary. Figures in the table below are rounded to the nearest 100. 
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Figure 14: Annual Rent Savings per Unit in Prototypical Apartment Development Scenarios 

 Jacksonville 
Garden 

Jacksonville 
Podium 

Miami 
Podium 

Miami 
High-Rise 

Orlando 
Garden 

Orlando 
Podium 

Tampa 
Garden 

Tampa 
Podium 

Annual Rent 
Savings per 
Unit (Market 
Rate vs. 60% 
AMI) 

$6,600  $13,400  $17,700  $19,200  $7,000  $14,900  $8,600  $15,300  

Sources: CoStar, HUD FY20 Income Limits, FAA Developer Survey 

HR&A then evaluated the impact of redistributing rent savings through the economy as an input to an 
economic impact model. This analysis assumes that rent discount made available to a household through 
access to an affordable or workforce unit, compared to rents for a market-rate unit in the same building, 
would effectively increase disposable income that could be spent to meet otherwise unmet needs. While 
this scenario compares affordable and workforce rents to market-rate rents to estimate the rent discount 
and rent savings, savings will vary by household.  

While the amount spent in the local economy will depend on numerous factors, such as the items or services 
that are purchased, the amount saved versus spent by each household, and where the items or services are 
purchased, HR&A’s analysis evaluated scenarios in which all savings were redistributed proportionally 
based on the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Expenditure Survey. HR&A’s analysis evaluated 
spending categories based on average annual expenditures for renter households in the South region from 
the 2018-2019 Consumer Expenditure Survey.  

1. Output: Jobs 

Through increasing local spending, property tax discounts could support the creation of new jobs. The 
creation of each affordable and workforce unit in a podium development in Orlando, for example, could 
support up to 0.24 jobs, a total of 6 jobs for a 250-unit building that is 10% affordable at 60% AMI. The 
table below represents the number of initial, direct, indirect, and induced jobs that could be supported 
annually as a result of increased local spending from rent discounts for each prototypical 250-unit 
building. 

Figure 15: Jobs Impact from Affordable and Workforce Unit Creation in Prototypical Apartment Development 
Scenarios 

 Jacksonville 
Garden 

Jacksonville 
Podium 

Miami 
Podium 

Miami 
High-Rise 

Orlando 
Garden 

Orlando 
Podium 

Tampa 
Garden 

Tampa 
Podium 

Initial Jobs 1.7 Jobs 3.4 Jobs 4.0 Jobs 4.3 Jobs 1.6 Jobs 3.4 Jobs 2.1 Jobs 3.7 Jobs 
Direct Jobs 0.3 Jobs 0.6 Jobs 0.9 Jobs 1.0 Jobs 0.3 Jobs 0.7 Jobs 0.4 Jobs 0.7 Jobs 
Indirect + 
Induced Jobs 0.7 Jobs 1.5 Jobs 3.0 Jobs 3.3 Jobs 0.9 Jobs 1.9 Jobs 1.2 Jobs 2.2 Jobs 

Total Jobs 
Impact 3 Jobs 5 Jobs 8 Jobs 9 Jobs 3 Jobs 6 Jobs 4 Jobs 7 Jobs 

Source: Emsi 

2. Output: Earnings 

The model also evaluates the increase in earnings associated with the additional local spending. The table 
below highlights the change in earnings at the building-level for each prototypical development scenario. 
The jobs created are estimated to support between approximately $118,500 and $421,200 in labor 
income across the scenarios.   

Figure 16: Earnings Impact from Affordable and Workforce Unit Creation in Prototypical Apartment Development 
Scenarios 

 Jacksonville 
Garden 

Jacksonville 
Podium 

Miami 
Podium 

Miami 
High-Rise 

Orlando 
Garden 

Orlando 
Podium 

Tampa 
Garden 

Tampa 
Podium 

Initial Earnings $65,500  $132,900  $175,300  $190,500  $69,200  $147,600  $85,500  $151,300  
Direct Earnings $15,600  $31,600  $50,100  $54,400  $18,500  $39,400  $23,400  $41,400  
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Indirect + 
Induced 
Earnings  

$37,400  $75,900  $162,100  $176,300  $45,800  $97,700  $65,100  $115,100  

Total Earnings 
Impact $118,500  $240,400  $387,500  $421,200  $133,500  $284,700  $174,000  $307,800  

Source: Emsi 

3. Output: Economic Activity 

In the table below, HR&A evaluated the economic activity that could be generated by household spending 
of rent savings in the local economy. While the local benefit of these expenditures will depend on which 
non-housing goods are purchased and the impact of the rent differential on overall household savings, 
HR&A evaluated the impact of the redistribution of all savings proportionally to non-housing household 
expenditures.   

Figure 17: Economic Activity from Affordable and Workforce Unit Creation in Prototypical Apartment 
Development Scenarios 

 Jacksonville 
Garden 

Jacksonville 
Podium 

Miami 
Podium 

Miami 
High-Rise 

Orlando 
Garden 

Orlando 
Podium 

Tampa 
Garden 

Tampa 
Podium 

Initial 
Economic 
Activity 

$160,600  $325,600  $429,500  $466,900  $169,600  $361,700  $209,600  $370,700  

Direct 
Economic 
Activity 

$41,800  $84,700  $136,100  $147,900  $49,600  $105,700  $62,700  $110,900  

Indirect + 
Induced 
Economic 
Activity 

$95,000  $192,600  $420,000  $456,500  $115,800  $247,200  $166,600  $294,700  

Total Economic 
Activity $297,400  $602,900  $985,600  $1,071,300  $335,000  $714,600  $438,900  $776,300  

Source: Emsi 

4. Output: Additional Sales Tax Revenue 

Additional spending could support additional sales tax revenue. HR&A estimated the potential increase in 
sales tax revenue that could be supported by the economic activity generated through household spending 
for each prototypical scenario.  

Figure 18: Fiscal Benefits of Affordable and Workforce Unit Creation in Prototypical Apartment Development 
Scenarios 

 Jacksonville 
Garden 

Jacksonville 
Podium 

Miami 
Podium 

Miami 
High-Rise 

Orlando 
Garden 

Orlando 
Podium 

Tampa 
Garden 

Tampa 
Podium 

Total Economic 
Activity (Initial, 
Direct, Indirect, 
Induced) 

$297,400  $602,900  $985,600  $1,071,300  $335,000  $714,600  $438,900  $776,300  

Sales Tax Rate 7.50% 7.50% 7.00% 7.00% 6.50% 6.50% 7.50% 7.50% 
Potential Sales 
Tax Revenue $20,800  $42,200  $69,000  $75,000  $21,800  $46,400  $37,300  $66,000  

Source: Emsi 
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5. Output: Forgone Property Tax Revenue 

However, the fiscal cost of providing affordable and workforce units through property tax discounts must 
also be acknowledged. While property tax discounts result in forgone property taxes, these discounts 
could support a range of economic benefits described above, such as increased jobs and earnings, as well 
as economic activity, and the fiscal impact could be minimized through the collection of additional sales tax 
revenue.  

Figure 19: Forgone Property Tax Revenue in Prototypical Apartment Development Scenarios 

 Jacksonville 
Garden 

Jacksonville 
Podium 

Miami 
Podium 

Miami 
High-Rise 

Orlando 
Garden 

Orlando 
Podium 

Tampa 
Garden 

Tampa 
Podium 

Forgone 
Property Taxes 
with 25% Tax 
Discount  

$131,700  $170,600  $217,500  $246,400 $163,400  $203,800  $188,000  $239,900  

Forgone 
Property Taxes 
with 50% Tax 
Discount 

$263,500  $341,200  $434,900  $492,800 $326,700  $407,700  $375,900  $479,700  

Forgone 
Property Taxes 
with 75% Tax 
Discount 

$395,200  $511,700  $652,400  $739,200 $490,100  $611,500  $563,900  $719,600  

Source: Emsi 
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